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OPINION | The Australian Institute of
Superannuation Trustees’ incoming
governance code is a reflection of the profit
tomember sector’s commitment to protecting
workers’ best interests.
Serving as a trustee director on a super fund
board is not a job for the fainthearted or for
anyone looking to ease into retirement.
The industry is highly regulated, as it should
be, with the retirement savings of millions of Australians at stake.
A strong regulatory framework helps to protect the roughly $2.3 trillion superannuation pool and ensure that
the industry is accountable to the members, who hand over almost 10 per cent of their pay cheque.

The responsibility of safeguarding people’s savings is taken very seriously by the trustee directors of profitto
member super funds.
At funds with equal representation of member and employernominated trustees, members’ interests are
always at the centre of the decisionmaking process. Not just in an amorphous way, but represented by a
tangible group of people who know and relate to members’ stories.
Super fund governance arrangements have been scrutinised in recent times by government inquiries,
regulatory changes and political conjecture. As an industry of professionals responsible for billions of dollars
in a mandated savings system, we are up to the scrutiny. We are also proud of our record of providing great
returns for members.
The Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees has strongly opposed the government’s proposed
changes to who can and can’t sit around a superannuation fund board table. This does not mean we are
complacent about good governance.
Our member funds are the strongest and most successful in the sector, and want to remain leaders of the
pack. AIST supports high standards of governance and we are committed to a culture of continuous
improvement. That is why we are launching the AIST Governance Code at the 2017 Conference of Major
Super Funds, on the Gold Coast, March 2224, following an extensive Australiawide consultation process
with profittomember funds.

The code includes more than 20 recommendations across a broad range of issues, including: member
engagement opportunities, equal director voting rights, strong risk culture, board renewal, chair appointments,
disclosure, transparency and remuneration. There is much more to good governance than who gets to sit
around the board table.
Our code also recognises that the governance model of profittomember funds is distinctly different to that of
forprofit funds and, therefore, requires different governance principles and recommendations.
As former Reserve Bank of Australia governor Bernie Fraser states in his recent report on governance in our
sector: “To mandate the same board governance requirements for all super funds – as if they are
homogeneous entities pressed from the same mould – would be to ignore the stark differences within the
industry. That diversity is a source of competition and strength for the industry and not something to be
whittled away, as the current government seems intent on doing.”
Our code has a particular focus on the process by which sponsoring organisations nominate directors. It
includes recommendations concerning the mix of skills and experience required on boards, the need for early
engagement with sponsoring organisations, the disclosure of the skills mix and the annual review of director
performance.
Our code – like the ASX’s corporate governance standards – is based on principles. It recognises that
prescriptive approaches to governance are unlikely to produce best outcomes for members.
Where it is considered to be in members’ best interests, AIST supports boards appointing up to a third non
representative directors to complement the value offered by directors whom member and employer
organisations nominate. Some of AIST’s members have moved to this model; however, the equal
representation of members and employers has remained a key factor in their board structure.
AIST’s code will be mandatory for our member funds and we will ask them to report on their adherence
annually to an independent body. Good governance requires a group of people with the right values, skills and
experience to make good decisions and demonstrate a strong commitment to the members they serve.
AIST’s code will ensure that these factors are always at play around the board tables in the profittomember
sector.
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